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U.S. Department of Transportation Call to Action 
To Improve the Safety of the Nation’s Energy Pipeline System 

 
 
Executive Summary 
 
Today, more than 2.5 million miles of pipelines are responsible for delivering oil and gas to 
communities and businesses across the United States. That's enough pipeline to circle the 
earth approximately 100 times.  
 
Currently, these liquid and gas pipelines are operated by approximately 3,000 companies 
and fall under the safety regulations of the U.S. Department of Transportation’s Pipeline and 
Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA).  PHMSA has engineers and 
inspectors around the country who oversee the safety of these lines and ensure that 
companies comply with critical safety rules that protect people and the environment from 
potential dangers. While PHMSA directly regulates most of the hazardous liquid pipelines 
in the nation, states take over when it comes to intrastate natural gas pipelines.  Every state, 
except Hawaii and Alaska,is responsible for the inspection and enforcement of state pipeline 
safety laws for the natural gas pipeline systems within their respective state. Some states – 
about 20 percent - also regulate the hazardous liquid lines within state borders. 
 
In the wake of several recent serious pipeline incidents, U.S. DOT/PHMSA is taking a hard 
look at the safety of the nation’s pipeline system.  Over the last three years, annual fatalities 
have risen from nine in 2008, to 13 in 2009 to 22 in 2010. Like other aspects of America’s 
transportation infrastructure, the pipeline system is aging and needs a comprehensive 
evaluation of its fitness for service.  Investments that are made now will ensure the safety of 
the American people and the integrity of the pipeline infrastructure for future generations.   
 
For these reasons, Secretary LaHood is issuing a call to action for all pipeline stakeholders, 
including the pipeline industry, the utility regulators, and our state and federal partners. 
Secretary LaHood brought together PHMSA Administrator Quarterman and the senior DOT 
leadership to design a strategy to achieve that goal.  The action plan below is the result of 
those deliberations. 

Background 

Much of the nation’s pipeline infrastructure was installed many decades ago, and some 
century-old infrastructure continues to transport energy supplies to residential and 
commercial customers, particularly in the urban areas across our nation.  Older pipeline 
facilities that are constructed of obsolete materials (e.g., cast iron, copper, bare steel, and 
certain kinds of welded pipe) may have degraded over time, and some have been exposed to 
additional threats, such as excavation damage.   

On December 4, 2009, PHMSA issued the Distribution Integrity Management Final Rule, 
which extends the pipeline integrity management principles that were established for  



hazardous liquid and natural gas transmission pipelines, to the local natural gas distribution 
pipeline systems.  This regulation, which becomes effective in August of 2011, requires 
operators of local gas distribution pipelines to evaluate the risks on their pipeline systems to 
determine their fitness for service and take action to address those risks.  For older gas 
distribution systems, the appropriate mitigation measures could involve major pipe 
rehabilitation, repair, and replacement programs. At a minimum, these measures are needed 
to requalify those systems as being fit for service.  While these measures may be costly, they 
are necessary to address the threat to human life, property, and the environment. 

In addition to the many pipelines constructed with obsolete materials, there are also early 
vintage steel pipelines in high consequence areas that may pose risks because of inferior 
materials, poor construction practices, lack of maintenance or inadequate risk assessments 
performed by operators.  The lack of basic information or incomplete records about these 
systems is also a contributing factor.  The U.S. DOT is seeking to make sure these risks are 
identified, the pipelines are assessed accurately, and preventative steps are taken where they 
are needed.  

Action Plan 

The U.S. DOT and PHMSA have developed this action plan to accelerate rehabilitation, 
repair, and replacement programs for high-risk pipeline infrastructure and to requalify that 
infrastructure as fit for service.  The Department will engage pipeline safety stakeholders in 
the process to systematically address parts of the pipeline infrastructure that need attention, 
and ensure that Americans remain confident in the safety of their families, their homes, and 
their communities.  The strategy involves: 

 A Call to Action – Secretary LaHood is issuing a “Call to Action” to engage state 
partners, technical experts, and pipeline operators in identifying pipeline risks and 
repairing, rehabilitating, and replacing the highest risk infrastructure. Secretary 
LaHood is also asking Congress to expand PHMSA’s ability to oversee pipeline 
safety. 

o Secretary LaHood and PHMSA Administrator Quarterman have already 
met with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), the 
National Association of Regulatory and Utility Commissioners (NARUC), 
state public utility commissions, and industry leaders to ask all parties to 
step up efforts to identify high-risk pipelines and ensure that they are 
repaired or replaced. 

o Secretary LaHood is asking Congress to increase the maximum civil 
penalties for pipeline violations from $100,000 per day to $250,000 per 
day, and from $1 million for a series of violations to $2.5 million for a 
series of violations.  He is also asking Congress to help close regulatory 
loopholes, strengthen risk management requirements, add more inspectors, 
and improve data reporting to help identify potential pipeline safety risks 
early. 



o The U.S. DOT and PHMSA are convening a Pipeline Safety Forum in 
April to engage in a working session around the actions that the 
Department, states, and industry can take to drive more aggressive actions 
to raise the bar on pipeline safety. The U.S. DOT and PHMSA will 
compile a report based on ideas, opportunities and challenges presented at 
the Forum and take action on solutions. 

 Aggressive Efforts – The U.S. DOT and PHMSA are calling on pipeline operators 
and owners to review their pipelines and quickly repair and replace sections in poor 
condition. 

o PHMSA has asked technical associations and pipeline safety groups to 
provide best practices and technologies for repair, rehabilitation and 
replacement programs, and has asked industry groups for commitments to 
accelerate needed repairs. 

o PHMSA will review all data received from pipeline operators to identify 
areas with critical needs. 

o PHMSA’s Distribution Integrity Management rule will become effective in 
August, requiring all operators of gas distribution pipelines to evaluate the 
risks on their pipeline systems and take action to address those risks.   

 Transparency - U.S. DOT and PHMSA will execute this plan in a transparent manner 
with opportunity for public engagement, including a dedicated website for this 
initiative, and regular reporting to the public.   

o PHMSA will launch a public website with ongoing pipeline rehabilitation, 
replacement and repair initiatives. 

o All materials from the Pipeline Safety Forum will be publicly posted to the 
web, followed by a Draft Report for Notice and Comment. Once public 
input has been collected, PHMSA will publish a final Pipeline Safety 
Report to the Nation.  
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